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The global theory of infinite semigroups consists of the following. Given 
a semigroup S find semigroups T and X and a surmorphism 0 so that 
S?T<X, (0.1) 
where 
X is an easily globally computed (EGC) semigroup; (O.la) 
T is a special subsemigroup of X; (O.lb) 
and 
0 is a fine surmorphism. (O.lc) 
Given these conditions, we must precisely define EGC, special, and line. 
We begin with EGC. If X is a finite nonempty set X*, the free monoid 
generated by X, is by definition EGC because, intuitively, concatenation of 
two finite strings is a transparent multiplication. However, subsemigroups, 
and especially homomorphisms of EGCs, need not be EGCs. Furthermore, 
if S is EGC, and some “simple” operations applied to S gives S’, it is 
“reasonable” to say S’ is also EGC. Thus, by definition, if S is EGC and 
R: B x A + S, then S’ = R(S) (the Rees’ matrix semigroup over S) (see 
Definition 4.16), is also EGC. Note that the local structure, e.g., Green 
relations, egg box pictures, etc., of R(S) can be “easily” computed from the 
local structure of S and from R. 
For similar reasons, if 2 and S are EGC, R: B x A + S, (Z, A) and 
(B, Z) are actions, and R(bz, a) = R(b, za) for all b E B, z E Z, a E A, then, 
by definition, Z + R(S) (see Definition 4.16) is also EGC. 
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Thus if Z,, Z, , Z, ,..., Z,... are given EGC semigroups, and A(‘), A(*) ,..., 
Ack’ ,..., and @‘I, B(*) ,..., Bck’ ,..., are given sets, and C,, C, ,..., C, ,_.., are 
given with C : B(Y)xA(-V)+Z 
then we can define 
” +A(-“+“x Z. )+,x B’yt’), for each y> 1, 
T,=C,(...C,p, (c,(z:)+z,- ,)+ . ..)+zo. (0.2) 
where c is C, but with A(“+‘) x Z,, , x B(““) considered zero. Then T,, is 
a finite iterative matrix semigroup (see 4.16-4.17) and is EGC if each Z., is 
EGC, by definition. 
Each T,, + 1 has an ideal D,, , such that 
n ntl. . Tn+, - Tn,,lD,+,=Tm 
where n,, , is the identity on T,,, , - D, + , . Thus we can take an elemen- 
tary projective limit, denoted h(7c,, + , , T,, + ,) = T (see 4.24), and T is EGC 
if each Z-,, is EGC. Then T is an elementary projective limit of the T,- ,‘s 
(see 4.24), meaning T = I, 2 I, 1 I, =) . . . , is a descending chain of ideals so 
that n;:OZ.,=@. Here T/I,,=TT,,,. Also D,+,=I,+,/I,+,cT,,+,. 
It seems reasonable to require (by definition) an elementary projective 
limit of EGC semigroups to be EGC. Such semigroups are called infinite 
iteration of matrix semigroups (IIMS) and are given by Z,, Z,,..., C,, 
C2,.... IIMS are defined directly in Sections 1 and 2 and (equivalently) as 
elementary projective limits in Section 4. At any rate, if Z,, Z,,..., are 
EGCs, then, by definition, so is the corresponding IIMS. Finally, by 
definition, finite cyclic monoids are EGC. 
The reader should convince her/himself that the semigroups given by 
(0.2) with Z,,, Z ,,..., Z, finite cyclic monoids and A”‘, A’*‘,..., B”‘, 
B(*),..., B(“) finite, are intuitively finite EGC (see Sect. 4). It follows that 
elementary projective limits of such are (infinite) EGCs. Note that this 
implies that the maximal subgroups of IIMS are finite cyclic groups. 
So for this paper EGC means IIMS with respect to Z,, Z,, Zz,..., finite 
cyclic monoids, A”‘, A”‘,..., B”‘, B”‘,..., all finite sets. See Section 8 for a 
generalization. We note that this definition includes X* (see 4.2) as EGC. 
See Section 8 for a definition of special subsemigroup. For this paper we 
need only define that X< X is special. 
0: T -PP S is line means, by definition, that the derived semigroup D(0) 
of 8 (or of 8: f ++ 9) has some property P. In this paper we consider only 
S which are torsion monoids, and we demand that D(6) = D is aperiodic 
(equals by definition torsion plus 2 is the identity, or equivalently, D is 
aperiodic iff for each do D there exists j, depending on d, such that dj = 
di+ I,. Thus, by definition, 0 is fine iff D(e) is aperiodic. Translated into 
terms of 8: T ++ S, where S is torsion, this means 0 is line iff 
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(a) T is torsion; 
(b) 0 is y, i.e., 0 restricted to each subgroup of T is one-to-one. 
The Theorem (see Sect. 5) is then 
THEOREM. Let S be a (countable) torsion monoid, Then there exists X so 
that 
with X EGC and 0 nice (so 0 is y and X is torsion). The maximal subgroups 
of X br_e finite cyclic groups (no matter what the subgroups of S are; let S be 
a finite symmetric group.) Further, 0 is a standard epimorphism (see Sect. 3 
for definitions). 
See Section 7. The monoid and countable hypotheses are both only for 
ease of exposition. They can both easily be removed. Only basic elements of 
semigroup theory are used in this paper. Standard references are listed at 
the end of the paper. The symbol = means equal, by definition. 
1. PRESCRIPTION OF INFINITE ITERATION OF MATRIX SEMIGROUPS 
See Section 4 and the Introduction for examples and intuition. 
( 1.1) Notation. (a) All semigroups considered are countable (this 
includes finite semigroups). Note that S is countably generated iff S is 
countable. The results presented here can be extended to semigroups of 
arbitrary cardinality by invoking the necessary set theory and translinite 
induction. We keep to countably generated semigroups for simplicity of 
exposition. 
(b) S = (A ) denotes that S is generated by A 5 S. For s E S and 
A = {s} we write ( (s} ) as (s). S is a torsion semigroup iff (s) is finite 
for all s E S, S is a bounded torsion semigroup iff there exists a positive 
integer B such that 1 (s ) 1 < B for all s E S, (where 1 XI denotes the car- 
dinality of the set X). 
(1.2) Definition of the Prescription of IIMS 
Let Z,, Z,, Z,, Z3,..., be semigroups formally disjoint. Let A(‘), A’*‘, 
Ac3),..., and B (I) B(*’ Bc3) be two sequences of countable sets formally dis- 9 ? 
joint: 
We require right actions (B(“), Z, ~ , ), not necessarily faithful, and left 
actions (Z,- 1, A’“‘), not necessarily faithful, for n = 1, 2, 3,.... 
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For k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,..., define Sk, as a set, to be 
S,=Z,UA’~+“XZ~+~XB’~+“UA’~+“XA’~+~’XZ~+~ 
x~‘k+2’X~lk+“u~‘k+“X~‘k+2’X~‘k+3’XZK+3 
x B’k + 3’ x B’k + 2’ x B’k + 1) u . 
= Z,u fi A’k+“~...~A’k+“‘~Zk+a~B’k+a’~...~B’k+”. (1.3) 
n = I 
Let I: Sk -i (0, 1, 2, 3 ,... } be defined by &zk)=O, and l(~‘~+“... 
u’k +nl, 
“k+n 
/,‘k + )I’ 
. . . hck + I’) = n. We call I(sk), for sk E Sk, the length of sk. 
For n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., let C,: B’“’ x A’“’ -+ S,, called the nth structure matrix, 
subject to the condition 
C,(h’“’ . z, , ) P) = C,(b’“‘, z,,+ , . u’“‘) 
for all h’“’ E B’“‘, a’“’ E A In’ - E Z )&??I nl. 
Let 
(1.4) 
c = max { I( C,(h”‘), a’“‘)): (h’“‘, u’“‘)EB”“xA’“‘, n= 1, 2, 3 ,... i (1.5) 
so CE (0, 1, 2, 3 )... + 00 f. We call c the length of definition of the C,‘s. 
For example, c 6 1 iff 
C . B’“‘xA’“)+Z n. n uA’“+“xZ,+,xB’“+” (1.6) 
for all n = 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
In this paper we will use C,‘s with length of definition d 1. See counter 
example (4.4) for dangers when c 3 2. 
2. DEFINITION OF IIMS (WHEN cb 1) 
Let a prescription of an IIMS be given as demanded by Definition (1.2) 
with the length of the structure matrices being < 1, so (1.6) holds. We 
proceed to define an associative multiplication on each Sk for 
k = 0, 1,2, 3,..., as follows. We require the following equations to hold, and 
later prove (Proposition 2.3) that they define a unique associative mul- 
tiplication on each Sk. 
Let zk, z;EZ~ ES,, and let c1= (u(~+“... u’~+“z~+,~(~+“... b’k+l))~Sk 
be of length 12 1. Then if juxtaposition denotes mulitplication in Sk, 
zkz;=zkoz;, with mulitplication in Z, ; (2.la) 
(0 ‘k+“...u’k+OZk+,,‘k+O...b’k+” ) zk 
-(u(k+“...u’k+OZ 
ktl 
~~k+O.../,(k+3’j,(k+2l b’ktl). 
( zk))t @lb) 
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where . is the action in (B(k+ ’), Zk, .) and dually, 
zkta fk+l)*..a(k+l), -k+t p+o...p+1t 1 
=((zk-atki’))a (k + Z)a(k + 3) . , . a(k + 0 Zk+ih(k+i)..*h(k+ff), (2.lc) 
where * is the action in (Z,, Ack+‘), .). 
Let 
and let 
a = a(k +- 11 . . , aik + OZk + &,p + 0.. . h’k + J) 
be two members of S, of length 1, m 2 1, respectively. We write 01 sym- 
bolically as 
a = a(k + 1 ‘yyU;l I/,@ + I), 
where a(k+2)...a(k+0Zk+,b (k + 2, = Xi!;;] E Sf’;/ I = the elements of Sk + , 
of length I - 1. Similarly, p = a’& + *)Xfm+; ‘%(k + ‘). 
For k>,O, and 1, m> 1, define 
(a (k+i)~~i~-~]~fk+l~)(~(k+iI~~m-l]~(k+fItf~~(kil)y&(k+i~ P.2) 
with Y= (X~~/ICk+,(h(ki’), # + “))Q;m; ‘1 and multiplication in Sk + , , 
but with elements of length t- 1, c, m - 1, respectively, (where c < I ). 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let c4 1 (SD ~~~~ (1.6) ~~Z~~). The eq~~fiu~~ (2.1) 
and (2.2) define a Unique CLWOCifftim? mu&.&u.tion on Sk for each 
k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,.... Further, {f oli E Sk with I(czi) = I, ,for i = I,..., n, then 
Prooj For 01, BE Sk and k a~~itrar~l, we define G$E S, and show 
E(clfl)<I(a)+Q@)zwbyinductionon w&O. ifw=O, thencx=z,EZk, fl= 
.z2eZkr and wedefine zlzz by (2.la) with l(z,)=I(z,)=i(z,z,)=O. If w>O 
and Z(a) =O, the 01= z1 E Zk, and we define .z,D by (2.1~) with &or) =O, 
1(p) = /(I#). If w > 0 and I(p) = 0, then fi = z2 E Z,; clzz is defined by (2.lb), 
and @) = 0, f(ct) = I(@). If w > 0 and f(a) = I, E(P) = m, with 1, m > 0 and 
a=aa(k+ up&qp+ I), flI=~(k+f)X[w- l]fjJk+L) with ~~~-lIEs[l---ll 
k+l k-4-1 k+l 3 
Xim+; 11 E SE:7 ‘I, define c@ by (2.2) and induction, i.e., G$ = a@ + ‘)YbCk+ ‘) 
and Y=(X~/;,‘lC)R~“,~‘1, with C=Ck+I(b(k+‘),(F(k+‘))~Sk+,. Now 
I(X~~,‘~)=1-l=f(cc)-1,~(~~n;l;‘~)=~-l=I(~)-l,andI(C)~l (since 
by hypothesis c $1). Thus I(X, + 1 [‘-‘I)+1(C)<f(a)- if 1 =I(cx)<I(ol)i- 
1(p) E w, so that induction implies that Xi’,-,‘lC is defined in Sk+, and 
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!(XL1;,‘lC) 6 I(a). Again induction implies that YE (X~‘;-,‘lC)~j~; ‘I is 
defined in Sk+ t and I(Y) d 1(a) + r(b) - 1. Also, I(&/?) = 1(Y) + 16 
E(n) + ~(~). Thus for ~1, p E Sk, a/j’ is well defined and t(or@) d I(a) + E(b). Thus 
(2.4) holds. 
It is trivial to verify by induction that this product satisfies (2.1) and 
(2.2), and that any product satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) must equal this 
product and hence satisfy (2.4). 
We next show for any product satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) (and hence 
(2.4)) that for arbitrary k~ N, and M, B, y E S, we have (afi)y = m(fiy). The 
proof goes by induction on w = I(E) + 1(p) + I(y). 
The case M: = 0 follows from (2. la) and from Z, being a semigroup 
Assume w> 0. We must consider the seven cases depending on whether 
I(cr) = 0 or 1(a) > 0, etc. Using the obvious notation, the zI z2 case (i.e., 
I(a=z,)=O, /(/3=z,)=O and z,(z~Y)=( z,z*)y) follows from (2.lc), and 
(Z,, A@fl)) is an action. The dual case clzzzJ follows from (2.lb) and 
(Bck+‘), Z,) is an action. The z, pz3 case follows from (2.lb) and (2.1~). 
The z,/?y case follows from (2.1~) and (2.2), and its dual, the a/?~~ case, 
follows from (2.lb) and (2.2). The uzzfl case follows from (1.4) and (2.2). 
The final case, $7 with I(a) > 0, r(p) > 0, E(y) > 0, follows from (2.2) and 
induction. In detail, let r = aXb, fr= a’Yb’ and y =aZ& with 
a,af,G~Afk+“), b,b’,6EBck+‘), X, Y, Z E Sk + I. Then (~8) y equals 
(aXba’Yb’)(iiZb) = (u((XC,+,(h, a’)) Y)b’)GZF = a((((XCI,,.,(b, a’)) Y) 
C,+,(b’, ii)) 2) 6”s uw5, while am 1 equals uXb(a’Yb’rSZ5) = 
aXb(u’((YC,+,(b’,a))Z)6)=a(XC,+,(b,u’))((YC,+,(b’,a))Z) b=uw’& 
Also, !(a) = I(X) + 1, Q/3) = I(Y) + 1, r(y) = I(Z) + 1, and I(C,+ i(h, a’)), 
4C,+ l@‘t 4 < 1, since by hypothesis c 6 1. Thus I(w), t(w’) < 
l(a)+ I(p) + I(y), so that induction applies to M’, w’ and all substrings by 
(2.4). Thus (YC,,, (b’,ii))Z= Y(C,+,(b’5)Z) and w’=(XC,+,(b,u’)) 
((YC,+,@‘, 6)) 3 = WC,+,(b, a’))fY(Ck+ ,(b’> 4 Z)) = ((XC,+,(b, a’)) 
Y)(C,+ ,(b’, a) Z) = (((XC,, ,(bt ~‘1) Yt C, + I(b’, a)) z= w. 
The proves Proposition (2.3). 
(2.5) Remark. If in (2.2) Y is defined by bracketing in the other direc- 
tion, i.e., 
Y=X~‘~,“(Ck+,(b(k+‘), #+‘)) xi”,;‘]), 
Proposition 2.3 remains valid and all the various definitions lead to the 
same multiplication on S,. 
3. A CLASS OF HOMOMORPHISMS ON IIMS 
Let S= So be given as defined in Sections 1 and 2. Let Tbe a semigroup. 
We proceed to deline a special kind of homomorphism of S into T. 
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(3.1) DEFINITION. Let S and T be as above. Suppose 
For each k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,..., 0(Z,) E 0: Z, + T is a homorphism; (3.2a) 
and 
for each H= 1, 2, 3,..., f!I(A’“‘)=O: A”“-+ T and &B’“‘)=O: 
B’“’ -+ T are well defined maps. (3.2b) 
Then for each k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,..., define ok = 8: Sk + T by 
Qk) = QZk) 
and (3.2~) 
@(a ‘k+l’.. . /Jk + 1 jz k+/ 
b’k + 1) . . . b’k + 1’ 
1 
= Q(#+‘l). fJ(#+o) qzk+,) Q(/pfO). .0(/p+‘)). 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let c < 1. Let 0 be defined as above. Suppose for z,, 
fEZi, aCi+l)EA(~+I), b”+“EB”+‘l, 
o(z,z:) = d(z,) e(z;), 
0th ‘I+ “z;) = (I(/+‘+ “) @,), (3.3a) 
Qz,a ‘I+ 1’) = (qz;) q&f”), 
and suppose 
fqc,, ,(b”+“, a(i+‘)))=qb’i+“) Qa”f”), (3.3b) 
Then 8 is a homorphism Sk -+ T. 
ProoJ: We prove 
For all k, if tl, /I E Sk, and l(a) + I(/?) = u’, then 0(c$) = @a) 0(p) (3.4) 
by induction on u’. 
For w = 0 or if f(ct) = 0 or f(p) = 0, then (3.4) follows from (3.3a). 
If (3.4) is true for O,..., w, and if I(a) + I(p) = u’ + 1 and I(M), /(/I) > 0, then 
letcr=aXb,~=~Y~witha,~~S,,~,~~A’~+”,b,6~B’~+~’,X, YES,+,, 
1(X)=I(cr)- 120, I(Y)=l(/I)- 120. 
Then (3.2~) implies 
O(a) = B(aXb) = B(a) Q(X) 8(b), 
0(/l) = &Y@ = e(a) e( Y) O(b), 
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whiie (2.2) implies 
a~=aXb~iiY~=a(XC,+l(b,cT) Y)h 
Now, since f(X) + I(C,+ ,(b, a)) < (I(a) - 1) + 1 = I(U) < I(a) + Z(P) = 
w+l because I(Ck+‘(b,a))dl ( since c 6 1 by assumption) I(XC(6, a)) + 
1(Y) < l(a) + I(p) - 1 <I(a)+ r(B) = w + 1; (3.4) and (2.4) and induction 
implies B(XCk+ ,(h, 8) Y) = O(X) 8(Ck+ ‘(b, Cx)) O(X). But then S(t$) = B(a) 
O(X) O(C,+ ,(b, ci)) O(Y) f?(6), which equals, by (3.3b), 13(a) 6(X) 8(b) O(LTi) 
@( Y) O(6) = @(LX) I??@). This proves Proposition 3.3. 
(3.5) ~o~af~on. Homorphisms on IIMS S = S, of the form (3.2~) 
satisfying (3.3a, 3.3b) are called ~~a~da~d homomorphjsms on S. 
4. EXAMPLES, COUNTEREXAMPLES, ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES, 
COMPUTATIONS, ETC. 
(4.1) EXAMPLE. Let X be a countable set. Let 2, = Z, = Z, = e+. 
=(l>. ~~~ A”‘=A”‘=A’~‘= . . . =~“‘=#2’=#3)= . . . =x. Let c,: 
B(“)xA(~)=XXX--~Z~UA(~+“XZ~+, xBckc’)= {l)uXx {l) xX be 
defined by C,(h, a) = (h, 1, a). Then clearly f = i and S,z S, zS, z I+. = S, 
where r means isomorphism. We further claim Sz Y*, with Y* being the 
free monoid on generators Y = Xx X. To see this, construct the standard 
homomorphism 8: s-+x*, B(l)= 1, @(z, 1, /?) = c& Equations 
(3.3a), (3.3b) are clearly satisfied so 0 is a homomorphism. Clearly 19 is l-l. 
O(S)= {t~h’*: jtJ =O) 2, 4, 6 ,... }z(XxX)*, 
where (uk, ..., a,,1 = j. 
We can deduce for x, , /3,, a2, P2 EX*, Iail = lb’,/, that (al, 1, P1) 
(a2, I, pz)= (cr, I, 8) with CL and p uniquely determined by a,fi,cczjJz=cljJ 
and 14 = 181; e.g., (a,a2, 1, b,h,)(a,, 1, b,)=(a,a,bz. 1, b,a,b,), which the 
reader can (and should) also deduce from (2.1) and (2.2) 
(4.2) EXAMPLE. Let Y be a countable set. Let Z,= 2, = 2, = 
. . . = 11). Let A”‘=A’a=A13’=: . . . =#l’=p’= @3’= . . . y” (I), 
1 ef Y. Let C, : Bck’ x A (k’=(Yu{1})x(Yu{1})+Z&A4(k+“XZk+,X 
B~k+l’=(l}~(Yu{l))~{l}~(Yu(l}) be defined by C,(b,a)= 
(6, 1, a). 
Thus far this is Example (4.1) with X replaced by Y u ( 1 }. Let M be any 
countable monoid with countable generators Y, M= ( Y). Then consider 
the standard homomorphism 8( 1) = 1, 8( 4’) = 4’. So @(a, I, /?) = xax& where 
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@, BE y*, and rra is multiplication in A4 i.e. if c( = (y, ,..., y,) then rro! = 
ni:, yi. 8 is onto since O(Z) = 1, Q(1, 1, y) = y, and (Y) = M. 
Thus the proof is complete of 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. Let A4 be any monoid. Then M is a homomorphic 
image of a IIMS (with 1) under a standard homorphism. 
(4.4) COUNTEREXAMPLE. If c = 2 the mulitplication may not be deter- 
mined by the equations and conditions of Sections 1 and 2. 
Let Z,=Z,=Z,= ... = {I}. Let A(‘)=A(‘)zA(~)= ... =B(‘)= 
B(2)=B(3)=...={1,2}. Let C,=C: {1,2}x(l,2}+{1,2}x{1,2)x 
{1}x{1,2)x(1,2} be defined by C,(2,1)=(11,1,22), and let it be 
defined arbitrarily otherwise. Then in S,, (11, 1, 22)( 11, 1, 22) is not 
defined. Intuitively, (11, 1,22)(11, 1,22)=(1 1 1 1 ..., ?;..2 2 2 2) = 
(a,a2a3a4 . . . . ? ,... b,b,b,b,); a, =a,=a,=a,... = 1, b, =b,=b,=b,= 
... =2. 
First using (2.2), 
(11, 1,22)(11, 1,22)=(1, (1, 1,2)D(l, 1,2),2)withD=(ll, 1,22). (*) 
Let X= (1, 1, 2). Then given c( = (C, ,..., C,) with k 3 3 and C, = D 
or X, define I(U), the length of ~1, to be /(cc) =Ci I(Ci) with 1(X)= 1, 
1(D)=2. Define q by C,=(1,cL2) so that x=1, D=X. Then by 
(2.2), c, . . . ck=(i, C,DC~D.. .DCk_,D~,2)~(1,D,...Di,2), where 
D, ... D, is c, DC, .. . DC,-, DC with the terms q = 1 omitted. Then if 
C, ,..., Ck contains at least one D and k 2 3, then D, . . .D, has at least one 
D and j>3. Furthermore, if l(cr)=f, I(D,...D,)>I-k+2(k-l)=/+ 
k-2 > 1 (the critical inequality). Thus by (*), DD = (1, XDX, 2), which 
equals 
(1, (1, ZDDDX, 2), 2) 
=(11,0X0,22) 
= (ii, (1, BDXDD, 2), 22) 
=(lll, XDDX, 222) 
= (iii, (1, XDBDITDX, 2), 222) 
= ( 1111, DXDXD, 2222) 
= (11111, XDDXDDX, 22222)= ... 
= (ala2a3a4 . . . . ? ,... b4b,b,b,) 
with a,=a,=a,= ... 21, 2~ “.b4=b3=b2=bl 
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(4.5) EXAMPLE. Let A be the cyclic group of order two, A = { 1, x}, 
x2=1, Let z,=z,=z,= . . . =z,,= . =A”)... =A’“‘= . . . =B’l)= 
B(2)= . . . = B’“’ = . . = A. Let the actions (Z, , , II(~‘), (B”“, Z, , ) be the 
natural ones. 
Let C,=C3=C5= ... =Codd=Cod and let Cz=Cq=Cb= ... = 
C even =C, with Cod, C,: AxA+AuAxAxA defined as follows: 
Cod(U, 3 u2)=.fbd(ala2) and C,(a,, a,)=fda,u,h with .fod, .fE: A +A u 
A x A x A defined by 
.fod(l)=fC(l)= 13 
.f<&) = ( 13 x3 113 
f&.Xx)=(1, x). 
Clearly S,rS,zSS,z ... gS2,,g ... ES and S,rS,z ... zSS2n+1~ 
= T. 
The picture for the prescription of S is 
r I 
/----+ 
z,= 1,x 
L. 
x2=1 
Reading the picture first from the top right and then down and leftward, 
we find 
z,={l,x},x*=l; A”)= { 1, x}; I#‘)= { 1, x}; 
z,= {L Y)? y2= 1; A’2)= { 1, y>; P2’ = { 1, y}; 
z,=z,; 
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with 
(h II), a”‘) C,(h”), a”‘) 
(1, 1) 1 
(1, x) (1,x3 1) 
(x 1) (l,& 1) 
(.? -xl 1 
given by 
1 x 
1 1 (Lx, 1) 
Y (1, Y, 1) 1 
Continuing, 
z,=z,, z3=z*, A’% = A”’ @3’= B”) 
C,:~‘2’~~‘2)={1,y}x{1,y}~ZzuA’3)XZ3X~’3) 
={l,~}u{l,~}~{l~YJ~~l~~~ 
with 
given by 
C,(h12’, CP’) 
Cl,11 1 
(1, Y) (1, 1,x) 
(Y. 1) (1, 1, -y) 
(Y. J?) 1 
1 Y 
I I (1, 1, x) 
Y (1,1,x) 1 
The arrow from Z, back to Z, means Z,=Z,=Z,=..., Z, = 
z, = z, = .“) A”) = A(3) = A’S) = ,..) B”) = p = B’S’ = . ..) c, = c, = c, = . ..) 
c2=c4=q=.... 
The picture for T is given by interchanging the bottom and top halves of 
the picture for S. In the obvious sense, any prescription which is ultimately 
periodic in the C,‘s (i.e., 3 a, b > 0 such that C, + b = C, + kh for all k 2 0) has 
a picture. 
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The reader should calculate the product of some elements in S, e.g., 
(~,Y,~)(~Y,l~Y.x)=(~,Y.c,(1,x)‘(Y,~,4’),x) 
=(I, Y’(LX, l)(Y, 1, Yf>X) 
=(l,(Y,x,l).(P,l,Y),x) 
=(l~y,x~c,(1,y)~l,y,u) 
=(I~;x~(l,1,x)~l,yx) 
= ( l.Y, (4 1, -xl, .YX) 
= ( IJ’X, 1) X”VX). 
Later in this section we will show that S is regular with finite $ =Q 
classes equal to the elements of length i? for n = 0, 1, 2,..., and we will com- 
pute their Rees structure matrices in terms of the C, ,..., C,,. The maximal 
subgroups are cyclic groups of order 2. 
Just for fun, to develop skill in computing in IIMS’s, we will show 
(4.6) PROPOSITION. Let S be given hy (4.5). Then, 
(a) S has a stund~rd ho~~~~~or~~l~sin onto the cytlic group of order 2. 
(b) Let W= (x, (1, y, 1)). Th en W is ,finite and has no elements of 
length greater than 4 (in S). 
(c) Problem: Is S torsion? 
(d ) Problem: Is S bounded torsion? 
Proqf: (a) IfA={l,xj={l,y) andx=J:x2=y2=1, then 
Qa’k’, , . a(n)Z,,#“‘. jp’) =a(k). . . . a(‘1). z,. fp. . . . . h’k’, 
where . is multiplication in A satisfies (3.3a) and (3.3b). (The validity of 
(3.3b) can easily be read off the picture.) So (a) follows from 
Proposition 3.3. 
(b) To show (b), we require the following lemma (for explanation of 
the notation see the material which follows the lemma). 
(4.6.1) LEMMA. Let a = ( 1, y, I). Then, 
--I)a= ‘y, I), 
--1,x)0:= ‘x, y, l), 
--l,y,x)a= .I, LY, 11, 
--l,.u,y,s)a= ‘1, 1, I,y, I), 
-y,x,y,x,y,x)a=--hi-~~,l, l,l, l,y,l),b,=l. 
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For example, --1, x) CI= .x, y, 1) means (a,, u2, z2, 1, x)c(=(u,, u*, 
z2’x, Y, 1) and (a,, a2, a3, z3, b,, 1, x) ~(=(a,, a,, u3, z3, 6,.x, y, l), etc. 
In particular PES, /=/(fl)>2 and fi=(...z,b(‘) ---b(3)lx)al(pcr)= 
I(b) = 1. 
The proof of the lemma is by direct calculation. 
(4.6.2) COROLLARY. BE SE S,, I(p) = 3, /(/I’. a) > 3 implies /I = 
(---;, xyx) and fi.lx=( . ..) .) llyl). 
Proof: 3 <I(/?.~)64 by (4.15). Now use Lemma (4.6.1). 
We now prove (b). Let xi = (1, JJ, 1) or x for i = l,..., n. Then, we show 
l(nxi)> 4. Since by (4.15), I(fl:=,l x,) < I(n;=, xi) < /(fl;:,l x,) + 1, set 
fly=, xi =y,. If I(y,) > 4 by the above, there exists a so that I(y,) = 3, 
I(y,+ ,) = 4. But then Corollary (4.6.2) implies that x,+ , = ~1, y, = 
(---;,xyx) so ya+,=yuCl=(---;, 11 ~1). But then by Lemma (4.6.1), 
4Y fJ+1 x,+*...)=4. 
(c) and (d) Hints: Try applying Proposition 4.9 together with the com- 
putations of (4.6)(b). Does this prove torsion? Does it prove bounded tor- 
sion? 
(4.7) EXAMPLE. Let S = SO be given by the following picture (see Exam- 
ple 4.5). 
Thus the prescription equals Z,=Z,=Z,= .*. =A(1)=A(2)=A(3)= 
= B(l) = B(2) = Bc3) = ... = A = { 1, x}, x2 = 1 with natural actions and 
C,=Cz= ... =C: AxA-+AuAxAxA with C(l, l)=C(x,x)=l~A 
and C(l,x)=C(x, 1)=(1,x, 1)cAxAxA. 
(4.8) FACT. (a) The maximal subgroups of S in Example (4.7) are each 
isomorphic to the cyclic group A of order 2. 
(b) S has a standard homomorphism onto A x A. 
(c) S is not torsion; in fact, (1, x, x) is not torsion. 
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Proofs. (a) See (4.31). 
(b) Let A xA= ((1, l), (x, l), (1,x), (x,x)} and let %,, 8,: 
A-+AxA be given by %,(l)=%,(l)=(l, l), %,(x)=(x, l), %,(x)=(1,x). 
For z, E Zi, let Zi = %i(mod 2j(zi) for atk) E A’“’ let 8“ = 8, + ,(mod Zj(a(k)), and 
for b(k) E B@’ let 5”) = % k + ,(mod z,(b’k’); and let %(u’~). ucn)znh’“). . -hck)) = 
a(k). . . (p) . 2,. jp) . , . b’k’ where is multiplication in A. Now 8 satisfies 
(3.3a) and (3.3b), as is easy to verify. 
To prove (c) we require the following: 
(4.9) PROPOSITION. Let Z,, Z, , Zz ,... and C, , C, ,... be given with c < 1 
(so that (1.6) ~~~~), and k-t the C,‘s he ultimately periodic, ie., there exist 
positive integers a and b such that Ca+kh = C, +b for all k = 1, 2, 3,.... 
Further, suppose that Z,, Z, , Z2 ,..., are torsion. Then S, + kh + c z S, + h + ( for 
all c, k = 1, 2, 3,4 ,.... For each a~ SO = S, either (see Fact (6.2) for the 
definition of t’(a) = t(tJ ‘(a))): 
(1) There exists a j so that t’(a) is defined and t’(E) E Zj; or 
(2) there exists a j so that tJ(a)= tjtb(cz)=~$Zi=Zj+b. Further, ct 
is a torsion element ijf ( 1) holds for ~1. So S is torsion iff (2) never holds for 
any &ES. 
ProoJ: This is left to the reader using the techniques developed in Sec- 
tion 6. 
Proof of (4.8)(c). Using Proposition 4.9, we compute that t( 1, X, x) = 
(1, x, 1) x = (1, X, x) so (1, x, x) is not torsion since (4.9)(2) holds. 
This proves (4.8). 
Ifs=(ack+l). .*. .a’k+‘)~k+,h’k+‘))...bktl is a typical member of Sk of 
length I, we write s = ctxg with CI = uck+ ‘). .. #+‘), x=7 ‘kfl? 
P=b (k-c/). . . . . bck+ ‘) Note that I= I(s) = Jczl = IpI. Recall that we defined 
S~‘l={sEs~:z(S)=~j=jax~ES~: lal=p3I=1). 
Define 
sp= (SE&: I(s)>/] (4.10) 
so that Syj = U,“=O Sk’+&] = (s = ax@E S,: IX/= #I > I). If k is understood 
from the context we denote Sr) by f,. 
In the following, 2, B?, 2, # denote the Green relations. 
(4.11) PROPOSITION. Let s1 = ax/l and ,s2 = a’x’/l’ be two members of Sk. 
Then, 
(a) ax/? 2 a’,‘/? (in 9) implies I(axp) < I(a’x’/Y) and fl is a final 
segment of p’. 
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(b) The dual of (a) Vor the .&?-relation). 
(c) ax/L~?cc’x’/?’ implies c( = CI’ and /3 = 8’ so /(ax/I) = I(cc’x’j3’). 
(d) s, > s2 (in 3) implies I(s,) < I(s,), so Sf) is an ideal of Sk. 
Proof: We prove (a) by induction on I($,) + f(s2) = n of the statement: 
si = GLX~, s2 = cr’x’p’ E S,, s, s2 = a$ and fi’ is a final segment of fl. P(0) is 
trivial then since p’ is empty. Assume P(n) for n > 0. If I(s,) = 0, P(n + 1) is 
clear by (2.1~). If l(sz) = 0, P(n + 1) is trivial since p’ is then empty. We 
assume P(n) and I(si) > 0. Let s, = uXb, s2 = u’Xlb’ with a, a’ E Atkf ‘I, 
b,h’EBck+‘), X,X’ES,+,, 1(X) + 1 = I@,), I(Y) + 1 = I(Q). Now .Y~.P~ = 
uXbu’X’b’=(u,XC,+,(b,u’)X’,6’).Nowby(2.4),I(XC,+,(b,u’))6I(X)+ 
ICC,, ,(h,u’)) 6 I(X) + 1 6 l(s,) and I(Y) = I(s*) - 1. Setting s, = 
XC, + ,(h, a’), S, = x’, noting that I(.?, ) + I(S,) <n and applying P(n) yields 
P(n + 1). 
(b) This is the dual of (a). 
(c) This is implied by (a) and (b). 
(d) Since I(ctxfl) = lcll 
4s;) 6 4SlS2) (4.12) 
for i = 1 or 2; this follows from (a) and (b). Clearly (4.12) implies 
I(.~,) < I(.~, . . . s,,) 
for i= I,..., n, which implies (d). 
This proves Proposition 4.11. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) COROLLARY. For s, ,..., s, E Sk, 
4s;) d I(s, ... s,) d i I(Si) 
,=I 
for i = l,..., n. 
Proof: (2.4) and (4.13). 
(4.15) 
(4.16) DEFINITION. (a) Let S be a semigroup. Let A and B be non- 
empty sets. Let C: B x A + S. Then R(S) (also denoted R(S; C) or 
R(S; A, B; C) or C(S)) denotes the semigroup, with elements A x S x B and 
multiplication 
(a,, Sl> b,)(a,, s23 b2) = (a, 3 slab,, a2) 32, b2). (4.16a) 
It is easy to verify (and very well known) that R(S) is a semigroup. 
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(b) Let Z be a semigroup, and let (Z, A) and (B, 2) be left and right 
actions on A and B, respectively (not necessarily faithful). Let S be a 
semigroup and let C: B x A -+ S satisfy 
C(bz, a) = C(b, zz) (4.Ifib) 
for all BEA, he&, ZEZ. 
Then the set Z+ R(S) = 2 w A x S x B becomes a semigroup under the 
multiplication (denoted by .iuxtaposition) 
with . in Z for all z,, ~~62, 
for ai E A, .si E S, b, E B, z E Z. It is not di~cult to check that Z i R(S) is a 
semigroup. 
(c) One can iterate the definitions, i.e., given semigroups Zj- I ,.,,, Z,, 
Z,; actions (Z,,Ifc:)) ,... 1 (Zi- 2, A fi ‘)), (B(l), Z,) ,..., (B”- If, Zj-J; and 
maps Ci-, : B ~~ lxA(’ ‘)+Z, ,-, 5 M/,- ,, C, 2: B(,i.-2)x’A(j-2)+ 
R(Zj..,)1-2,-2- w,. 2, ,..., C,: B”‘xA”‘~R(W,)+Z,~W, and 
R(----R(R(zj ,)+z/ J-k-----)+Z,r w,. (4.17) 
Thus I+‘j- I = Zj- i and W,, = R( W.,+ I f + Z,, with R taken with respect o 
W. as given by (4.17) is called a j&rite iterative matrix se~~~gro~~ 
$I&) with respect o Zj- , , - - -, Zo, cj _ 1, ---, c,. 
(d) Z,, Z, ,..., Z, ,... and C,, C, ,..., C, ,... are given with C,: 
B”’ x A”’ -+ S,, where actions (Zi, A(‘+ ” j), (B(‘+ I), Zj) are given; ,Si is as 
defined in Sections f-3; C, satisfies the condition of Section I 
(including (1.6)f; T, is the FIMS prescribed by Z. ,.,., Zj- ,, 27, Cl ,.,., 
C’.. ,, ci, where n: Si -+ 2: with n(z,)= z, and n(cr)=O for l(a)& 1 and 
C,=nCi. The FIMSs TO, T,, T, ,..., are prescribed ,from the compatible likt 
c, ) c2 )..I, c, )... 
(e) Let I be an ideal of S. Then R(I) is an ideal of R(S) and 
~(~)~~(~)~~(~~~) when in &S/1) (a, 0, h) is considered zero For all a E A, 
bE 3. R(Sf1) is also denoted R’(.Yjf). 
(4.18) KEY FACT. For k> 1, Zk.. , + C,(S,)?S,_ ,. 
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Proof. As sets they both equal Zk.-, + Afk) x S, x Bck’. It is easily 
verified that Z,-, + C,(S,) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2), so by Proposition 2.3 
the fact follows. 
(4.19) FACT. Let Z and S be semigroups, and let the following be 
given: R,: Bf’) x A(‘) -+ S, actions (II”‘, Z), (Z, A”‘) with R,(h(‘)z, a(l)) = 
R,(b”‘, za”’ ), and R,: B”‘x Ac2) -+ R,(S) +Z. 
Then A~*~x~(~)xSXB(~~XB(~) is an ideal of R,(Z+ R,(S)) which 
equals R(S) where R: B(l) x B(“x A’“‘x A”’ + S is defined by 
R(b(‘), b(‘), uf2), a(‘)) = R,(hi”z, a(l)) if R,(b”‘, 8)) =zEZ, and 
= R,(b”), ii(‘)) $R,(6(“, a(‘)) when R,(h”‘, d2)) = (ii”‘, F, 6(“). 
(4.20) 
Symbolically we write R as R,o R, and write the above result as follows: 
the ideal R,(R,(S)) in R,(Z+ R,(S))= (R,o R,)(S). 
(4.21) Repark. De~nition (4.20) is the famous “twisted tensor product” 
which, by induction, yields the local structure of the finite and infinite 
iterative matrix semigroups. This is seen as follows: 
Let R,: B(‘)xA(‘)+S and R,: B”) x A(‘) -+ R,(S) + Zs T be given. 
Consider R, as a B”‘x A”’ matrix with coeffkients in S, and consider R, 
as a II(‘) x Ac2) matrix with coefficients in T. Now the usual formal 
definition of R2 tensor R, is 
(2) 
ak 
a”’ 
W(R,)@hj”(R;) I i 
where t. R, q for t E T is defined as follows. For t E T, Iet LT( t) (left trans- 
lation of t) be the B (‘lx B”’ row monomial matrix with coefftcients in S 
defined by 
LT(t)=bi [O-.0:0-0), 
where (a,, sir hi) t=(a,, S, es, hk). 
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Similarly, RT(t) is defined as the A (l) x A”’ column monomial matrix, 
with coefficients in S such that 
RT(t) = ak 
with t(aj, sl, b,)= (a,, ss,, b,). 
Then the linked equations give 
'i 
0 
0 
s 
0 
6 
LT(t) R, = R, RT(r) 
(where R, is considered a matrix) for all t E T and we define 
t. R, E LT(t) R, = R,RT(t). 
Proof: Note (a,, a,, s,, b(‘), b(2’)(a’2), a(‘), s2, b,, b2)= (a,, (a,, s,, 
6”‘) R,(b’2’, ~(~))(a~‘), s2, b’), b2)= (a,, a,, s, . R,oR,(h”‘, b’*‘, d2), 
a(‘)).~~, 6,, b,). This proves (4.21). 
Using Key Fact (4.18), 
Sk~zk+Ck+ItSk+1f~.Zk+~k+1tZk+1+~k+2tSki2)) 
~Zk+Ck+*tZk+,+Ck+2tZk+Z+Ck+3(Sk+J)) 
=...=zk+Ck+1(Zk+,+ ***Ckco-,(ZkCa-I 
+ Ck+a(Sk+u))... 1). 
Now using Fact (4.19) many times Sp) = (C, + r(~ . ’ ’ (0 C, + .). . . ))( S, + .f. 
Let R(“) = ( Ck +,a---(0 CT,+,)---). 
(4.22). Let Rp’= C, + ,o . * * 0 Ck+o bracketed from the right, i.e., 
@‘)z(Ck+,o . . . o(oC,+.)...). So RIP’: B(k+a)x . . . ~B(~+‘)xA(~+l)x 
..’ XA(k+of+Sk+u. Then we have shown that 
(4.23) PROPOSITION. (a) Sp)r Rj$(S, + .). 
(b) @“/$‘+“2: - Rfq Sk + */sp+ ,). 
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(c) S, is a FIMS with respect to Z,, Z, + , ,..., Z, +o , , Sk +. and 
C k + I >..., C k+u. 
(d) Sk/,$’ + ‘) is a FIMS with respect to Z, ,..., Z, + (, , , Sk t ,/Sk’i, = 
GL and ck + , ,..., ck + (, , , ck + u. 
Special kinds of infinite subdirect products are projective limits. 
(4.24) DEFINITION (Projective limits). (a) Let x,: Si -H S, ~, be given 
surmorphisms for i = 1, 2, 3 ,.... Then the projective limit, denoted 
b(Si, 7c,)= SE fi Si: ~,((s)~)=(s),~, for allj= 1, 2, 3 ,... 
1 i=O > 
The surmorphisms pi: lim (S;, n,) ++ S, are defined by p,(s)=(s),; then 
=,Pi=P,-I. 
(b) Let S be a semigroup and let S=ZoxZ,~Z23 ... ~Z,~-----~ 
be a descending chain of ideals such that n;: o I, = @. Let S, = S/Z,, and let 
n,: S/Z, ++ S/Zim, be the natural surmorphism. Then S= b(S,, rt,) = (s E 
i- 1 
n,zo S,: s = (m, s, s,...), where i is the smallest integer i such that s&Ii 
(and s E Zip ,), the first i - 1 coordinates are zero, and thereafter all coor- 
dinates equal s}. 
(4.25) We say S is an elementary projective limit of the S/Zls. 
Thus we have proved 
(4.26) FACT. (a) Sk is an elementary projective limit of the S,/St”s, 
and each S,/Sf) is a FIMS prescribed from the compatible list as in 
(4.23)(d). If the list is composed of finite Z,‘s, A’“‘s and B’k”s, each Sk/S!’ 
is a finite FIMS. 
Let Sk/St’ E Tt). Th en Sk=S~o)~Sk1)3~~~3SjiU)~~~ n S p’=@ 
Sk/St’= Tjk’ so that 
Sk = lim(S,/Sf), 71,) with 7ci: Sk/St) -++ Sk/Sk ‘) for i= 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
(4.27) 
We could have taken (4.27) and S,/Sp) (as defined by (4.23d) and (4.17)) 
as the definition of Sk, instead of using Section 2. 
(4.28) FACT. Let S be a semigroup and let C: B x A -+ S be given. 
Then, 
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(a) (a, x, b) E R(S) is idempotent iff xcx = x where c = C(b, a). 
(b) If xcx=x, then xc = e and cx = f are idempotents e92xL?f and 
e9’ cxc &?f and x, cxc are semigroups inverses. 
(c) If E = (a, x, 6) E&S) is idempotent, then ER(S) E = (a, eS’ b) 
and (a, esf, b)~esfc is a 1-l homomorphism of ER(S) E into eSe, and 
(a, esf, b)~cesf is a l-l homomorphism of ER(S) E into fsJ: 
(d) If A u B c S and C(b, a) = bu = c, and u(es, f) b = u(es2f) 6, then 
eslf =es,J: 
Proof: (a) Trivial. 
(b) Standard and well known, 
(c) Assume (a, x, b)2 = (a, x, b)= E, so that x =xcx, c= C(b, a). 
Then (a, x, b)(u’, s, b’)(u, x, b) = (a, xC(b, a’) sC(b’, a) x, b). Now, ex= 
xcx = x and xf = xcx = x, so that (a, xC( b, a’) sC(b’, a) x, b) = 
(a, exC(b, a’) sC(b’, a) xf, b) = (a, e(xC(b, a’) sC(b’, a) x) A b), and ER(S) 
Ec (a, eS’b). Now, (a, esf, b) = (a, (xc) s(cx), b) = (a, x(csc) x, b) = 
(a, x, b)(u, s, b)(u, x, b), so that ER(S) E= (a, esf, 6). Next, ~1: ER(S) 
E + eSe. ~(a, esA b) = esfc is a homomorphism since (a, eS,f, b)(u, es,f, b) 
= (a, es,fces2f, b). Now f = cx and f2 = f so fcx = f so (x is 1-l because 
eslfc=es2fc=es,f =es,ff = (es,fc) x = (es2fc) x = es2ff = es,f: 
The rest of (c) follows dually. 
(d) ues,,jb = ues,,fh * es,f = ees,ff = xb(ues,fh) ax = xb(aes,fh) 
ax = ees,j;f'= es2,f: 
This proves (4.28). 
(4.29) FACT. (a) Let e2 = e = Q(~+“- --u(k+u’zk+ob(k+il)- ~ -bck + ‘1 = 
ctz,+.fi~Sp). Then, eS,e=eSp’e = e(Rp’(Sk+.)) e = (cqe,S,+Uf,,fi). 
with f, = czktu, e,=z,,.c and c=R!$@ CI)ES 2 k+u and Zk+rrCZk+u= 
zkfa, so thatff=f,, ef=e,. 
Also eS, e 4 e, Sk + Ue I and eSk e 4 f, Sk + .f i given, respectively, by 
(a2elSk+ufi3 ~)He~sk+~f~c~ ce~sk+afl~ are injections into submonoids of 
S k+o. Further, eEeS,e, so e= (CI, els,fi = zk+a, /?) and e,s,f, cZk+‘,. 
Therefore e,, f,EZk+u, and thus c, zk+u, e,, f,EZk+“. 
(b) Assume that e, E Z,, e: = e,, f, E Z,, f: = f, and that there exists 
z, CEZ, such that zcz=z, e,=zc, f,=cz. Then e,S,f, = elZ.rf,u(J,~z, 
((e,~"+"~-~'"+"'Z,+~B"+"'~~B"+2'(B'"+~Ifl)). 
If Z, is commutative, e, = ,f, = e, and 
eS,e = eZ,e u 
Y+Y 
B’” + u)p PB’” + 2)(Bh + 1 je), 
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Proof: (a) is a corollary of Fact 4.28 and (b) is easy. 
(4.30) COROLLARY. Let G he a maximal subgroup of S, with E = E2 E G 
and E E Sk”]. Then G s Sf) - Sp + ’ ) so G < Sp)/Sp + ’ ) z I??)( 2: + .) = R’(S). 
Let E= (a, s, p) E R’(S). Then by (4.28) or (4.29) there exists e2 = e E S and 
injection c( so that G < E(R’(S)) EG eSe. Thus tf H is the maximal subgroup 
of S containing e, Gq H. 
(4.31) COROLLARY. Every (maximal) subgroup of S, is contained in a 
maximal subgroup of Z, + (1, for some a > 0. 
(4.32) COROLLARY. e2=eESiul implies e= (a 2 17ufk) b) and 
Z,+kCZ,+k=Z,+k with c= Rp’(l?, X)EZ k+a. 
5. THE THEOREM 
Let S be a monoid. For s E S the cyclic monoid generated by s, denoted 
(s)‘, equals {si: j=O, I, 2, 3 ,... } with so = 1 ES. The homomorphism 8: 
S -+ T is a y-homomorphism iff 0 restricted to each subgroup of S is one- 
to-one. 
(5.1) THEOREM. Let T be a torsion monoid. Then there exists an IIMS 
S = So and a standard homorphism 8 of S onto T (see Sects. &3) with 0 and 
S satisfying the following: 
(a) S is a torsion monoid. 
(b) Each Z, equals (m,)’ for some miE T (so Z, is jinite since T is 
torsion), and 0 on Zi is the inclusion map. 
(c) Each A(“, B(j) is a ,finite subset qf T, and 8 on A(” or B(l) is the 
inclusion map. 
(d) The maximal subgroups of S are finite cyclic groups isomorphic to 
subgroups of T, and 6 is a y epimorphism. 
(e) S is an elementary projective limit qf the Fi = S/I,‘s and each Fi is 
a finite FIMS of the form 
1 +R,(---+Ri~,((mi~,)‘+Ri((m,)‘)o)---) 
for suitable elements m, , m, ,..., in T with each (mk > ’ a finite cyclic sub- 
monoid of T. (See Sect. 4, especially (4.16) (4.17), (4.23))(4.27).) 
6. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The plan of attack is as follows. We first show that if we define Z, = { 1 }, 
Z, = (ml)‘,..., Z, = (mk)’ ,..., with mk E T. Then we can define A”‘, B(“, C, 
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and the standard homomorphism 0 solely in terms of the 2,‘s and verify 
the conditions of Sections 1 and 3, that 8 is onto and conditions (5.1 b) and 
(5.1~). Then (5.ld) and (S.le) will follow from Section 4. Thus the main dif- 
ficulty is (5.la), the torsion for S. We must choose the m, somewhat 
carefully to obtain torsion for S. 
Suppose T= {l = lo, t,, I,, t3,...). If T is finite we let I,= 1 for n >, ITI. 
(6.1 base). Each Zi = (m, > ’ < T with mi E T, is finite since T is torsion. 
Z,={l} orm,=l. (6.la) 
A”’ = B”) G T and A”’ = B”) is finite. (6.lb) 
{ 1, t,} 5 A(‘)= B(l). (6.1~) 
A’i)=B’/)~A’/+‘~=B’i+l) and 
B’i).A’/)cA/+‘=B/+ 1 (6.ld) 
A”)=B”)=Z,{l, t,} Z,= (I, t,]. (6.le) 
A’-/+“=B’~+‘)=(~,(A’~‘=B’j’u {tj+,}uZ,)Zj)2 where 
X2 is X.X. (6.lf) 
Ck: B’k’~A(k)+ZkuA’k+‘~~{l}~B’k+‘~ with (6.lg) 
Ck(b, a) = ha iff baE Z,, (ba, 1, 1) iff bag Z, with ba mul- 
tiplication in T. This is well defined by (6. Id). (6.lh) 
(Z,, A’i+ ‘1) is multiplication in T (well defined since 
Z:AcJfl)=A(jfl) by (6.1 base) and (6.lf). Dually for 
(h’J + I 1, Z,). (6.li) 
If m, = I, m, ,..., mj is defined, then Z,, ,..., Z,, A”‘= B”‘,..., 
A(i+‘)=B’i+‘) c ,,“‘, C, are uniquely defined. (6.lj) 
When m,, m, ,..., m,... are all defined, the conditions of Sec- 
tion 1, including (1.6), all hold. Specifically, (1.4) follows from 
(6.lh) and the associativity of the multiplication in T. (6.lk) 
Suppose that 8 is the inclusion map on Zi, and A(‘) = B”); and 
let 19: S = S, -+ T be defined by (3.2~). Then 0 satisfies (3.3a) and 
(3.3b) (which follows from (6.li) and (6.lg)) so that 0 is a stan- 
dard homomorphism of S into T by Proposition 3.3. 0 is onto 
since @(a(‘). . . a(k)Zkb(k). . 6”)) = t,, if a”) = . . = a(k- 11 = 1 
(=6.1$. 
= b(k)= . . . &,‘I) and t, = a’k), which is possible by 
(6.11) 
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It is also obvious that (5lb) and (5.1~) hold. Also (5.le) follows from 
Section 4, especially (4.16), (4.17) and (4.23)-(4.27). 
The assertion about the maximal subgroups of S follow from (4.31). 
That 6 is a y epimorphism also follows from Section 4 in the following 
manner. First, (3.3a) and (3.3b) and (4.20) and induction imply 
((j(p’(p+“’ ,..., /p+ I), 1, Jk+ 1) ...) &k+u))) 
= d(h e+q.. . fj(p+ 1’) qa’k+ 1’). . . @‘k tq, (6.lm) 
Now let G be a subgroup of So with idempotent e* = e E SC”‘, and apply 
Fact (4.29a) so that 
GGeSoecye,S,e, 
given by g=(a, e,s,.f’,, b)He,s,f,c; c=Rb”Va,B), e,=ef, .f,=f:, 
e,s,f, EZ, so e(g)=B(a)(e,s,f,) S(b) with e,s,f, EZ, and by (6.lm) 
Rg)(j, LX) = c. Now apply the argument of (4.28d) with 0(p) = a and 
8(a) = b to show 0 is y. 
Thus (5.lb) - (5.le) follow from Section 4. Thus it suffices to choose m,, 
m, ,..., mk ,... so S= S, is torsion. We proceed to this. 
One of the critical ideas is expressed in the following fact. We say s E S is 
torsion iff I(s)1 <x. 
(6.2) FACT. Let CI= a (k+“Xb’k+“eSk with I(cr)>l, so that XeSk+, 
with I(X)>,0 and I(cr)=f(X)+l. Define t: Sk-Z,-+Sk+, by t(m)= 
Ck+,(b’k+l’,.‘k+l)) XeSk+,. 
Then t( XX) ES, + 1 torsion implies c( torsion. Also /(cc) 3 /(t(a)). 
Proof: For q 3 2, 
(a (k+‘)Xb’k+l))q=a’k+I)(XICk+,(b’k+I), &+I)) ~““-1) b’k+l). 
Also note that I(a) 2 I( t(a)) by (2.4) and c < 1 (or ( 1.6)). 
Note that if CI E S, - Z,, then t(a) E S, with m > k (in fact, m = k + 1) so 
that powers of t, C’(E) when defined lie in higher and higher members of S,. 
We can iterate the application of t. If ~“(a) E Zk, then c1 is torsion since 
Z, is torsion, and t“(a) torsion implies tk- ‘(LX),..., t’(a); CI are all torsion by 
Fact 6.2. Now, if only m,,..., mk has been defined, tk(a) is only partially 
defined because the multiplications needing ck+ I are not defined. The 
machinery of Sk-forms introduced now is a precise version of tk(~) defined 
as far as possible given Only m,,..., mk. Intuitively c( E Sk ~ ,-form equals 
tkp ‘(p), with PE So, defined as far as possible with only m,,..., mk defined. 
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(6.3) DEFINITION OF Sk-,-FORMS AND EkeI. (a) Let k> 1. By 
definition, 
Sk- ,-forms = { (ak, (b:, uf) ,..., (b;, a:), X,, bk) : j3 0, uk, ui E Ack), 
and bk, 6: E BckJ, X, E Sk}. 
(b) When m,, m, ,..., mk, ~-- are given, we define EkeI: Sk- ,- 
forms + Sk-1 -z,-, by E,-,(uk, (b:, a:),..., (b;, a;), xk, $1 = 
(uk, C,(b:, a:)... C,(b;, u;).X,, bk). 
We consider a E Sk i, [(cc) > 0, CY = ukXkbk, X, E Sk as the Sk ,-form 
(uk, X,, bk), denoted Cr. 
E, can be extended to Sk-forms uZ, + Sk by mapping the identity 
on Z,. 
See Key Fact 6.7. 
(6.4) DEFINITION. Let k 3 1. If m, ,..., mk are defined, so by (6.lj), 
C ,,..., Ck, A”‘,..., Ack+‘), B(l),..., Btkc’) are defined; then tk .-,. k: Sk-r- 
forms -+ Sk-forms u Z, is defined by 
fk- ,.kbk, (bl;, a:),..., U$, a;), xk, bk) 
= [Absorbz,(Ck(bk, Qk), C,(b:, u;)>-., C&f, a;)), x,], (6.4a) 
where Absorb,, and [ , ] are defined below. 
Intuitively, tkp l,k((;o is t(u) of Fact 6.2 defined as far as possible, if only 
mo,..., mk are defined and a is an Sk ~ ,-form which, intuitively and in turn, 
is tkP r(b) for fi E So, defined as far as possible. See Key Fact 6.7. 
Let k b 1. Let Absorb,,: finite sequences of (Z, u Ack + ’ ) x ( 1) x 
Bck + I’) -+ Zk u finite sequences of (Atk + ’ ) x { 1) x Btk + ’ )) (all sequences 
nonempty), which is nonlength increasing, be defined by 
Absorb,,(C,(bi, us),..., C,(bf, uj))-aj with aj, for fixed k, defined by 
induction on i 2 0 as follows below. 
Intuitively, Absorb,, (x0 ,..., x,) = (y, ,..., y,) is x ,,..., xj, with the zk’s in 
Zk among the xy’s absorbed by the rules (2.la)-(2.lc). See Fact 6.5. 
By definition, c(~ = C,(bi, ut). Suppose aj has been defined. Let x,, , = 
Ck(bJk+l,uf+,). Ifaj, xj+lEZk, let ~,+l=~,X,+,EZk. 
If ajEzk, x,+, = (uk+‘, 1, bk+‘), let ocj+i = (~a~+‘, 1, bkfl). If c.t,= 
(..., (uk+ ‘, 1, bk+‘))$Zk, xj+,cZk, let a,+,=(..:, (uk+‘, 1, bkC1xj+,)). 
Finally, if CY~, x + , $ Z,, x,+, = (oL,, x,+ ,). This completes the definition of 
Absorb,, 
(6.5) FACT. Let k< 1, and suppose m,,..., mk is defined. Absorbz,: 
finite sequences of (Z, u A (k + I) x f 1) x Bck + ‘)) -+ Zku finite sequences of 
(Ack+“x {1} x Btk+‘)) so that 
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(a) Absorb, is well defined and not length increasing. 
(b) If MO, ml ,..., m,,... are all defined and 
Absorb,(x,,..., xj)= (YO,..., .Ym) with m < j, 
then n{=,xj=n~=,~, in Sk; and if m> 1, all the y,‘s are in 
Aw+‘)x {l)Xp+‘). 
Proof Easy: for (b) use (2.la)-(2.lc). 
Let k 2 1 and suppose only m,,..., mk is defined. We define [ , 1: (Z,u 
finite sequences of (ACk + ‘) x { 1 } x B@ + ‘I)) x Sk + Sk-forms uZ, as follows. 
Let fi,=(ut+l, 1, /$+I),..., (a;+‘, 1, !$+l) withj>O. If Xk=zkeZk, let 
[bj, X,] = (,;+I, (b%f’, a?+‘), ---, (b;?;, a;+‘), 1, b,k+‘zk). If x,f$z,, 
X =uk+‘Xk+,bk+’ k 2 Xk+,~Sk+,, let 
[~j,~k]=(~~+‘,(b~+‘,~~+‘),~--,(b~~~~,~/k+’),(b~+1,~k+1), 
x k+l> bk+‘). 
If zjezk, XkEZk, let [z,, xk] =zjXkezk. 
If zjezk, Xk=ukflXk+lbkfl, Xk+,~Sk+l, let [z,,~~]=(z,u~+‘, 
X kfl, 
bk+l 
). 
This completes the definition of [ , 1. See Key Fact (6.7)(b). 
(6.6) FACT. Let k > 1. Suppose only m,, - - -, mk is defined. Then 
[ , 1: (zku finite sequences of (ACk+ ” x (1 } x BCk+ “)) x Sk + Sk-forms 
uZ, is: 
(a) well defined; 
(b) if m,, ---, mk, ~-~ are all defined, then 
Ek[cr, b1 = ncI ’ B, 
where . is multiplication in Sk (and XCY = nyzOyi (in Sk) for 01 = 
LYm - - -7 Y,)). 
Proof (a) is trivial. 
(b) If cceZk, then (6.6)(b) is trivial from the definition of [ , ] and 
(2.lat(2.lc). 
If @=(uk+‘, 1, bt+‘), ---, (u,k+l, 1, bT+‘) with j>O and Ij=zkEZk, 
then [a,~]=(~~+‘, (b$+‘, at+‘), ---, (bT.+;, a;+‘), 1, bjk+‘zk), so that 
Ek[a,~]=(u;+‘, C,+,(b;+‘, uktl) --- Ck+l (b;:;, a”+‘), b,k+'Zk). 
Also, rra=(u;+‘, C,+,(b:,+‘, a:+‘).---.C,+,(b,kf,‘, u+,), bi”+‘), so 
that rccx. /3 = E,[a, fi]. 
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Finally, if CC is as before with p$Z,, fl=ukf’Xk+‘bk+‘, Xk+‘~Sk+,, 
then [a, fl] =(ai+‘, (bE+‘, a:+‘), ---, (bf:+,l, $+I), (b,k+‘, uk+‘), Xk+,, 
bk+’ ), so that 
&[tl,P]-(a;+‘,Ck+l(b;+‘,ul;+l)’ .” .C,+,(b;~,‘,u;+‘) 
.C,(b;+‘, uk+‘)Xk+‘, ,;+I). 
But na is as before, so 
TW~=(U~+‘,C~+~(~;+‘,~~+‘)~ ... Tk+‘(b;T,‘,af+l),b,k+‘) 
.(a k+l x , k+,,bk+‘) 
= E, [M, fl], therefore E,[c(, p] = rc~ fl in all cases. 
(6.7) KEY FACT. (a) Let k 3 0 be fixed. If m, ,..., mk are defined, 
tkp ‘,k: Sk- ‘-forms + Sk-forms u Z, is well defined. 
(b) If m, ,..., mk, . . . are defined, then 
Sk ,-forms 
4 1 -Sk ,-z&l 
I tk I.k I 
t 
.ck Sk-forms u Z, - Sk 
is well defined and commutes. 
(c) Let m,, ---, mk be defined so that t,,,, ---, tkp ‘,k are all 
defined. Then by definition let ij = t,,,- - -t, _ ,,i for 1 < j 6 k, and let tD = 
identity on S,. 
Let @ES”, l(cc)=l<k+ 1 or I(cr)=k+l and 
~=u(‘)~~~u(k+‘)i_k+,b(k+‘)~~-b(‘) with zk+’ = 1, (6.8) 
(We say E has center 1 written center (~1) = 1.) 
Further, if U&-Z, and x = u”‘X, b”’ with Xl ES’ we let Cc be the O-form 
sc=(u ) (‘I X,, b”)). If FEZ,, let C=cr. 
Then when (6.8) holds then either 
(6.9) Case I. i’(E) E Zj for some j with 0 < j 6 k. 
Case II. ik(sl) is an Sk-form with 
ik(ii)=(acktl), (b\k+l’, u\“+l)), ---, (bjf+‘), ujkk+“), Xk+‘, b’k+“)(6.9a) 
withj,<k, Xk+‘=l~Zk+’ andj,<l(tx). 
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Proof (a) trivial. 
(b) Follows from Facts (6.5)(b) and (6.6)(b), the definition of t in 
Fact (6.2), the definition of E, in Definition (6.3)(b), and the definition 
Of fk-l,k in (6.4). In detail, let creSkP,-forms, a= (ak, (bf, ut), -- -, 
(b;, a;), xk, bk), with j>O. Then by (6.5), (6.6)(b), and (6.4a), 
&(tk-l,&))=ck(bk, Uk)‘C,(bl;, al;)’ “’ ’ c,(h,k, U;)‘X,. Also, E, ,(2)= 
(uk, C,(b’;, u’;). ... ’ C,(b;, U;)‘X,, bk), SO that t(Ekp ,(a))= Ck(Uk, h”)’ 
C,(bt, u:). ... C,(hf, hf) X,, and (6.7)(b) is proved. 
(c j Everything is trivial except X, + , = 1, j, < k and j, d 1. To show 
x k + , = 1 we proceed as follows. If l(a) = I, a = a”‘- ~ -u”‘z,b”‘- - -h”‘. Let 
X0=@, x = (pL _ -u(“z,hm ~ 4’2’ 
x[=z[, x,+1’= 1, 
Xi=u(f+“...u (‘lz,h(O b(i+ 1) 
X ,+2= l,.... By (6.8) either I<k+ 1 or I=k+ 1 and z,=’ 
z k+,=l. If c( is an Sk-, -form as given by (6.3)(a), then by definition X- 
part( rz) = X, . Then, 
X-part [n, X,] = X, + , unless nEZ,, X,EZ,, (6.10) 
and X, is defined above. The proof of (6.10) follows easily from the 
definition of [ , 1, given above (6.6). 
NOW, since by hypothesis i’(i) 4 Z,, for 0 d j < k n E Z,, X, E Z, cannot 
happen (since then i”(a) E Z,), so we have 
X-part( P(i)) = X, + , for all 0 < q d k. (6.11) 
In particular, X, + I = 1. 
By definition, let the height of the Sk- ,-form in (6.3)(a) be j, 0 d j, and 
the height of zkP, = 0. Let h(a) denote the height for CI E Sk ~ ,-forms 
uz,-,. 
Then for c( E S, ,-forms, 
h(t,p,,,(cY)< 1 +h(a). (6.12) 
Further, if X-part(a) E Z,, then h(t, ,,Jc()) 6 h(a), and either t,- ,Jc() E Z, 
or X-part( t, ~ ,J a)) = 1. Thus: 
If CY E S, _ ,-forms and X-part(a) E Z, and fi is defined and equals 
B-(U) t,~l,,...t,+,~,,y+rESy+,-forms, then h(P)dh(a). (6.13) 
Now (6.12) implies h(?(Cr)) = j, d k since h(g) = 0. 
Also, if c( is as in (6.7~) I(cr)=f iff X,EZ[, so by (6.12), h(l’(i))bI. 
Further, since X-part(t’(&)) E Z,, (6.13) implies h(ik(Cr)) = h(i’+‘kP’)(C()) d 
h?(a)) < I (with the second to last inequality following from (6.13)) or jk = 
h(ik(ii))<I. 
This proves Key Fact 6.7. 
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We now define the sequence pnO, m,, m2 ,..., mk ,... by induction as follows. 
T= {to= 1, t,, tz, t, ,... ). We write t, < th iff a < b, etc. If T is finite we let 
t, denote 1 for n> ITI. Using (1.3) and (6.1 base) and (6.1)(b) we can 
well order S, as the dictionary order on the length, then center, then A(% 
from left to right, and finally B@)‘s from left to right. Precisely for a,, 
~,ES~, a,<(~~ iff al=az or /(cc,) <I(cx,), or /(a,)= f(cc,), a, = 
u(ll...u’k’z,b (b...b(l), and a2=,2i’l’...It’k)Zkd(k)...nii), zk<~k or Zk=Fk, 
and the first time a”‘# a”‘,..., 8‘) # @‘, b@‘# 6(k),,.,, b”‘# &(I) we have 
x(‘) < ~8~‘. S, has the same order type as the usual ordering on the non- 
negative integers. Also the first a of length 1’ has center I. If E E Sot 
a’ denotes the next member in the order. 
(6.14) ~~~1~1~10~. (a) Let the sequence WO, IV,, IV,, W3,..., be given 
by W, = [m[ defined in (b); and if W, is given, let GI/, + , be given by 
the Procedure (b). We call W,, W,, W2 ,..., W, ,..., the trail. 
(b) We start with 1 START 1 = (a = 1, nz, = 1, k = 0). By induction we 
assume that we have 
1 INDUCTION START] = (rx, m, ,..., mkr k) with CI E S,, m,iE T 
for OGjjk. I(cc)=l<k+ 1 or I(u)=k+ 1 and center(ct)= 1. (6.15) 
(Note (6.15) = (6.8)) 
Now by Key Fact (6.7c), either (6.9 Case I) or (6.9 Case II) holds. 
If (6.9 Case I) holds, set INDUCTION START = (cl’, m,,..., mkr k) if 
(6.15) holds. If (6.15) does not hold, set i INDUCTION START 1 = (cr’, 
m *,..-r mkt mk + 1 = 1, k + 1). (This is okay (i.e., (6.15) holds) since the first (x 
of length k i- 2 has center 1.) 
If’ (6.9) Case II holds, set INDUCTION START = (a, m, ,..., mk, 
m kf, =p+Ita(k+l) k + 1 ), M/here b@ + ’ ), &’ + ‘) are deemed by (6.9a ). This 
is the key step. Note (6.15) still holds. 
(6.16) FACT. Suppose Wi is a member of the trail: 
Wi = (q, m,,..., mfcij, J‘(4) (6.17) 
Then, 
(a) Each a~& occurs as some xi. 
(b) The sequence m,, m,, m, ,..., mk ,... is uniquely determined by the 
trail and is termed the sequenl’e cf the trail. 
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Proof: Trivial. 
(6.18) SECOND KEY FACT. For each CI E S, there exists a member of the 
trail IJV~(~) = (a, m,,..., mfc,,,f(~)) (withf(i(a)) writtenf(cr)) such that (with 
respect to tl, m, ,..., mk, k =f(ol)) (6.9 Case I) of Key Fact (6.7)(b) holds, so 
there exists x (depending on E) such that t’(ii)~Z,. 
Proof: By (6.16) there exists i such that Wi= (~,=a, m “,..., m,(,), 
f(i)- k) with (6.8) (equals (6.15)) holding. If (6.9) Case I holds, we are 
done. Otherwise (6.9) Case II holds with (6.9a) also holding. Passing to 
W /+I =(u,m,,..., mk, b(k+‘)a(k+‘)=mk+,, k+l) (with h(“+‘), #+I) 
given by (6.9a)), either (6.9) Case I holds or (6.9) Case II holds, but (and 
this is the critical step) with j, + , <,jk, because now C, + ,(bck+ ‘I, atk + ‘I) = 
b~k+‘)a(k+‘)=m 
k+l EZk+l by definition of mk + , , Zk+ , and C, + , by 
(6.1 Nh)> and thus Absorb,,(m,+, eZk+,, Ck+,(bjk+‘), a\” + ‘I),..., 
ck+l(bj,k+“? al,k+‘)))=b($zk+, since Case I does not hold for k + 1) is a 
sequence of length <,jk, so since X, + , = 1 in (6.9a), h( [p # Z, + , , 11) = 
length (/3) - 1, so j, + I < jk. After at most j, + , steps from i, Case I holds, 
i.e., there exists q such that W,,, is in (6.9) Case I, with q <,jk + ,1 + 1, 
because if ,j, = 0 and in Case II, the next time W,+ , is in Case I. See (6.7). 
This proves (6.18). 
(6.19) Proof of the Theorem. Let m,,, m, ,..., mk ,..., be the sequence of 
the trail given by (6.14). Let S= So be the IIMS determined by m,, m, ,..., 
m, ,..., by (6.1) and let 0 be the standard homomorphism onto T given by 
(6.1). As we have seen after (6.1), it suffices to show S = S, is torsion. 
Let a E S,. By the Second Key Fact (6.18) there exists x such that 
i’(l))~Z,. By Key Fact (6.7)(b), r.‘(a) is defined and equals E&i’(E))= 
t’(a) E Z,. Thus, t’(a) E Z, and t’(a) is torsion since Z, is torsion. Now by 
Fact (6.2), a is torsion. This proves the theorem. 
7. GENERALIZATIONS, NEW DIRECTIONS, CONJECTURES, ETC. 
A very important question is: If T is bounded torsion (countable monoid 
(e.g., a finite group), can X, an IIMS with respect to cyclic finite monoids 
ZJ, z, ,..., be made bounded torsion, so that X -+# T with D(0) bounded- 
torsion aperiodic (i.e., a y-epimorphism and X bounded torsion)? If this is 
false, for which bounded torsion semigroup is the assertion true? This 
problem may have some tie-ups with the decidability of complexity 1 for 
finite semigroups. 
With reference to the discussion in the Introduction, let fine for 
epimorphisms 0 be defined as some property of D(G) or D(e), etc. 
ITERATION OF SEMIGROUPS 451 
Now by considering the proof in Section 6 we can define an IIMS with 
respect to Z,, Z,, Z,,... as suhsemigroups of T by using the conditions of 
(6.1 h) generalized from ( mj> ’ to arbitrary subsemigroups of 7’. 
Now make the Z;s as small as possible so 0 is fine Z, = T always works, 
and usually something smaller works too. Now apply the process again to 
each Zi and write Zi as a IIMS of Z,,‘s as small as possible with a fine 
epimorphism onto Z,, etc., so one gets IIMS over Z,, . ..‘s and fine @ onto 
T. Thus, T and fine determine the smallest Z,,...‘s, a Z,,... obstruction 
theory. 
Note that if in a IIMS one never falls, the I,‘s differences are sub- 
semigroups; always falls implies no idemptotents (# 1 j; and .Zi group plus 
never fall implies union of groups: and Zi arbitrary plus never fall implies 
semilattice over elementary structures over 2(‘s, etc. 
If you always fall, the Zis can be taken to the { 1 } (see (4.2)); never fall 
yields elementary structures over Z,‘s; the in between case (say fall as little 
as possible so that 8 is fine) is the suggested obstruction theory. 
We could generalize EGC by allowing (full semidirect or wreath 
products of EGCs to be EGGS and also certain projective and direct limits 
of such. See later papers. 
Special subsemigroups then mean natural with respect to the natural 
global coordinates, i.e., for IIMS the a(‘) ,..., a’“‘, Zig, hfU’ ,..., h”‘, and special 
subsemigroups T means (following Allen) that there exists A(“) c A”),f,‘:, : 
Af”X . . . XAffit,p(/j’k+lf ) (P(X) is all subsets of X), B”)c B”‘, ff+ 1 : 
p’ x . . . x @If + fl(fp + I’), so that JET iff tEZ,<Z, or f=u”),..., 
a(I)Z,h(‘)...a(l) with Ada, u(i)c,fiA(u(l) ,..., ,,J-I)), /,(/)Ef;B(j,(t- 1)) ,..., 
h”‘. Now any subsemigroup is of this form, so special means a natural 
restriction on JjA, ,fF, like depending only on the first few coordinates 
independent ofj and k, etc. 
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